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A trio of experts on high-tech business strategy and innovation reveal the principles that have

made platform businesses the most valuable firms in the world and the first trillion-dollar

companies.Managers and entrepreneurs in the digital era must learn to live in two worlds—the

conventional economy and the platform economy. Platforms that operate for business purposes

usually exist at the level of an industry or ecosystem, bringing together individuals and

organizations so they can innovate and interact in ways not otherwise possible. Platforms

create economic value far beyond what we see in conventional companies.The Business of

Platforms is an invaluable, in-depth look at platform strategy and digital innovation. Cusumano,

Gawer, and Yoffie address how a small number of companies have come to exert extraordinary

influence over every dimension of our personal, professional, and political lives. They explain

how these new entities differ from the powerful corporations of the past. They also question

whether there are limits to the market dominance and expansion of these digital juggernauts.

Finally, they discuss the role governments should play in rethinking data privacy laws, antitrust,

and other regulations that could reign in abuses from these powerful businesses.Their goal is

to help managers and entrepreneurs build platform businesses that can stand the test of time

and win their share of battles with both digital and conventional competitors. As experts who

have studied and worked with these firms for some thirty years, this book is the most

authoritative and timely investigation yet of the powerful economic and technological forces

that make platform businesses, from Ebook Tops and Apple to Microsoft, Facebook, and

Google—all dominant players in shaping the global economy, the future of work, and the

political world we now face.

About the AuthorMichael A. Cusumano is the SMR Distinguished Professor at the MIT Sloan

School of Management. He has been a dean and vice president at Tokyo University of Science

and has published over 130 articles and 13 books, including Competing on Internet Time and

Strategy Rules (both with David Yoffie), Platform Leadership (with Annabelle Gawer), as well

as Microsoft Secrets (with Richard Selby), The Business of Software, and Staying Power. He

lives in Groton and Cambridge, Massachusetts. Annabelle Gawer is Chaired Professor in

Digital Economy and Director of the Centre of Digital Economy at the University of Surrey.

Author of Platform Leadership (with Michael Cusumano), she has published over 20 articles

and edited 2 books on platforms. A leading voice in advancing research and managerial

practice on platform strategy, she advises the European Commission, the UK Parliament

House of Lords, and the OECD on the regulation of digital platforms. She lives in London,

UK. David B. Yoffie is the Max and Doris Starr Professor of International Business

Administration at Harvard Business School. One of Intel’s longest-serving board members from

1989 to 2018, he has served on numerous high tech boards. Yoffie has written more than 200

case studies, which sold more than 4 million copies. He is the author or co-author of ten books,

and has written extensively for the New York Times and Wall Street Journal. He lives in

Newton, Massachusetts.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review“The authors

authoritatively document the rules and pitfalls of platforms, combining years of research with

practical guidelines and real-life examples. A must-read for all operators or participants of

existing or future platform businesses.” -- Stephane Kasriel, CEO of Upwork“Whether you are a

customer wanting to understand the economic logic behindplatforms, a business manager



wanting to learn platform strategies, or a regulatorwanting to become informed about platform

governance, this book offers indepth, cogent, and up-to-date answers by three experts who

began analyzingplatforms when the word wasn’t even known. A true treatise and treasure.” --

Bengt Holmstrom, Paul A. Samuelson Professor of Economics and Management at MIT and

winner of the 2016 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences“Essential reading for any

business trying to compete as a platform or against a platform. Even traditional businesses

must understand how to evolve into a platform and partner with other platforms. Sound

complicated? This book will help you sort it out.” -- Arne Sorenson, CEO of Marriott

International“Should every business jump on, surrender to, or be a platform? Should

government condemn, regulate, or imitate platform businesses? This book not only answers

these questions; it also provides critical understanding of the underpinning and superstructure

of platforms. For every business and social leader, this is the go-to book for learning the

essential lessons about the business phenomenon of our times.” -- Reed Hundt, former

chairman of the Federal Communications Commission and author of A Crisis Wasted: Barack

Obama’s Defining Decisions“The Business of Platforms should be read by all managers,

entrepreneurs, investors, and academics interested in platform businesses. It is rigorous and

valuable, yet very readable.” -- Richard Schmalensee, former dean of the MIT Sloan School of

Management and coauthor of Matchmakers: The New Economics of Multisided Platforms --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Mike Morgenstein, “Erudite and Comprehensive. I’ve read quite a few books on platforms and

they differentiate in different ways. As a reader with a general interest in platform businesses

but not an owner in one myself, this one may have been the best I have read. It’s somewhat

dense - not in length but in information. And it’s written with a level of erudition and attention to

detail that is appreciated by the scrupulous reader while not being too arcane for the novice

reader. If you are looking to start your own platform business then you wouldn’t find the

information useful in it’s entirety. The most manifest example being when the authors spent a

good amount of time talking about the responsibility a platform needs when it transitions from

being a smaller and scrappy company to a larger and more influential platform. While as a

general interest reader I found the discussion and examples very interesting like for example



the difference between the 2008 mindset of Facebook and its CEO Mark Zuckerberg versus

the 2018 version (with hundreds of millions of users Facebook has the moral responsibility now

that it didn’t quite harbor back in its early race for market hegemony). Someone reading for

practical advice on the other hand, are most likely not going to be at the stage of their platform

businesses were they are at any given moment going to be targeted by lawmakers and

impugned by ethical and moral arbiters. Nevertheless, most people can find actionable advice

within the first half of the book. With adherence to data, the authors observe why most

marketplaces fail and how the ones that succeed do so. This book is a must read but not

always a first-read. It’s the perhaps first book you read when you have a platform business that

is up and running (or you own a fairly large traditional business that you want to convert into a

platform). For anybody else, I would suggest The Lean Marketplace while keeping this book as

an essential read on your journey.”

Andreas Goeldi, “An exceptional guide to the essential business concept of our time. This book

excels at explaining the complex economics of digital platforms from many different

perspectives and in a highly approachable way, using countless striking examples. It is a must-

read for anybody involved with the digital economy, be it from a business perspective or from

an investment or political point of view.The dominant technology companies of our era have

one thing in common: They're platform businesses. Understanding the unique dynamics of

digital platforms is more important than ever for entrepreneurs, executives, investors and tech

employees alike. The book not only delivers deep insights into the mechanics behind digital

platforms, it also contains concrete guidelines for practicioners who are building (or competing

against) platform businesses.Needless to say, digital platforms have recently experienced

plenty of criticism, and the authors don't shy away from the more controversial aspects of the

topic. A whole chapter is devoted to topics like privacy, antitrust concerns and fairness.Highly

recommended.”

M J POOLE, “An excellent guide to the digital platform business model. A highly accessible,

authoritative work that introduces and discusses the new business model of digital platforms,

which has had an immense impact on the world in recent years. From introducing the

economics behind platforms, to defining its types, to providing strategies and predictions for the

future, this book covers much, yet is grounded in numerous real-case examples. A highly

welcome addition to the nascent literature on digital platforms. Though the authors aim to

provide a practical manual for platform owners and developers, this book is highly

recommended to anyone interested in the confluence of business, economics and technology.”

Amir Z., “Very informative books about platform history. The books has written in very simple

language , very knowledgeable about platforms ,past , current and future of platform . Many

useful details about platform and its environment as well as analysing business strategy of all

famous and profitable platform. I definitely recommend to read if you would like to know more

about platforms .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Comprehensive Guide. This book is everything about how modern

companies in the digital world work, how these business are different from traditional

businesses and why they are what they are. It is backed by years of research and thorough

analysis. Recommended for today's entrepreneurs, managers and everyone who is part of gig

economy.”



Angelo Ciribini, “Platformization e Ambiente Costruito. Il saggio tratta in maniera molto

esaustiva il fenomeno del platform capitalism, proponendo una accurata tassonomia delle

piattaforme digitali.La trattazione mette in evidenza le condizioni entro le quali agisca e sia

possibile avviare o rilevare una piattaforma digitale, distinguendo tra piattaforme focalizzate

sulle innovazioni o sulle transazioni, facendo risaltare le cosiddette società ibride.Dal punto di

vista di chi si occupa della platformization nell'ambito del settore della costruzione e

dell'immobiliare, vale a dire dell'ambiente costruito, il testo è particolarmente utile per

comprendere in che termini le logiche immateriali delle industry platform possano incontrare

quelle tangibili delle product platform del real world.The book does deal on quite an effective

way with the platform capitalism, providing a careful and detailed taxonomy concerning the

digital platforms.The essay highlights how a platform behaves and might be established or

bought, depending on the different ultimate nature of the transaction or innovation platforms,

emphasizing the hybrid companies' role.Those who investigate the AECO Industry's

platformization could gain profit from the book because it does allow to realize how the

intangible rationales proper to the industry platforms could meet the tangible product platforms

stemming from the real world.”

Denis Gauvreau, “Informative, instructive, practical and accessible reference to read and

reread. This book counts as one of the most informative and instructive mentors that one can

hope for as a guide through the practicals of building and running platform operations. It is

accessible and matter-of-a-fact in defining the basic concepts underlying platforms, in its

coverage of numerous benchmarks, as well as in providing pragmatic recommendations for the

development of a platform business. This book also tells the story of the astonishing shift in

trade and work practices over the last two decades (Denis Gauvreau, Director of Innovation

and Business Development, Polytechnique Montréal)”

The book by Michael A. Cusumano has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 197 people have provided

feedback.
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